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During the months of October and November, we are presenting a small offering
of artworks to highlight the work of a favorite charity. For each of these appeals,
I tried to pick artworks which related in theme or medium to the cause.
I want the purchase of the work to be both an act of love and also something that
will remind you of the charity when you enjoy it. I also wanted the purchase
to be part of a collaboration between the art, the gallery, and the charity….
so, I lowered all the prices for the duration of this appeal.

My hope is that selling them at this
level bene ts the charity
and also leaves the buyer feeling
like they got something they love at
a fair price.

Our Thanksgiving charity is SAME Cafe in Denver CO
LEARN MORE: www.soallmayeat.org
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SO ALL MAY EAT
As we head into Thanksgiving, I really wanted to make my last appeal on behalf
of an organization that provides food for those in need. I couldn’t have found a
better non-pro t than The SAME Cafe in Denver, Colorado.
Inspired by their background in community service, as well as a visit to Salt Lake
City’s One World Cafe, Brad and Libby Birky invested $30,000 into creating The
SAME Cafe in 2006.
SAME is an acronym. It stands for So All May Eat. Their motto is
“Making healthy, organic food available to all”.
The SAME Cafe offers food to all, inviting patrons to pay what they can or what
they feel their meal was worth. They also accept a half-hour of volunteer help in
exchange for a meal. This is made possible by the fact that Colorado laws do not
require a food handlers' certi cate for restaurant workers.
They began by serving forty to fty meals a day at seven tables. But within two
years of opening, they were able to expand their space, and so increase that to up
to one hundred. Their average food cost is about $4 a meal and the average
donation exceeds that. By offering a limited menu which changes daily, they have
also managed to simplify the variety of food they purchase — and thus decrease
waste. They buy as much as possible from local farmers and even the Denver
Botanic Gardens.
Now a beloved Denver institution, community volunteers and locals mingle with
those who nd themselves without a home, breaking bread together. Their
success has inspired other similar cafes around the country. They have been able
to remain open during 2020 and provide food for so many in need — and have
expanded that to include food truck service.
The art offerings are pretty simple this week. An unusual cup by Ken Price, a
gorgeous art book by Los Angeles Cool School artist Joe Goode, and a watercolor
and ink drawing by Margaret Fisher showing people enjoying a meal.
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All are essential to any successful dining experience: a vessel to drink from,
water, and a friend to enjoy the experience with.
We have had a few works by Ken Price over the last two months. Margaret
Fisher is probably new to most of you. She was a talented woman artist at a time
when that was not valued. She was also from a very prominent family and never
needed to sell her work. Yet she created beautiful artworks, primarily works on
paper, for more than 50 years. She supported the efforts of other artists during
her lifetime and when she died in 1990 she left all of her Estate to arts
institutions to further this effort. Today, there is the Margaret Fisher Fund at the
Fogg Museum at Harvard to support the acquisition of contemporary art by
women artists. She also made a generous gift to the Art Institute of Chicago.
The of cial description of the featured artist's book by Joe Goode is:
"Water" is Joe Goode's - credited as Jose Bueno - exquisite 1990 limited edition
book from The Lapis Press consisting of twelve color etchings of abstracted water
executed by master printer Jacob Samuel on handmade paper at Sam Francis'
Litho Shop. The title page and colophon were typeset and printed by hand
letterpress by Les Ferriss, with its striking Royal Blue silk binding and grey
slipcase by Ulli Rotzscher.
I've read that several times since I've owned the book, but I never focused on how
much of a collaboration putting the book together was until just now. Each
person played a part and had the expertise to bring the book - and the experience
of the book - together. It takes a team to make it work.
So it is with making a dish, or putting meals together for hundreds like the
SAME Cafe does every day. And so it has been with all of the efforts of each of
the charities we have highlighted these past weeks. Each person involved adds
something to the effort and together makes something that is special.
That is our True Harvest of this season.
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ABOUT TRUE HARVEST
We will post a new group of artworks and highlight a charity throughout October
and November. When a work of art is purchased, you’ll get to choose one of our
ve charities.The gallery will then make a donation (the amount is indicated with
each item) to that cause.
All of the works will be available for purchase until Giving Tuesday, December 1.
So, you’ll have almost two months to look at the works and learn more about the
organizations. Of course, if you see something you love…don’t wait! And you’re
certainly welcome to donate to any of them without buying anything.
Additionally, anyone who purchases an
artwork during this period will be eligible
to work with me to donate this piece by
Claude Lawrence in their name — to a
school, library or museum of their choice.
So, your purchase will further the
opportunity for others to enjoy a piece of
art and learn about a working artist. Plus,
you’ll get to be involved with an institution
that is meaningful to you.
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ABOUT AARON PAYNE
Aaron Payne was born and raised in Los Angeles. After earning a degree in
History & Literature from Harvard he decided to do the obvious things…working
rst in documentary lm, and then moving to New York to pursue a career as an
art dealer.
Aaron has specialized in American Art since joining
Sid Deutsch Gallery on 57th Street in New York in
1989. In 1991, Aaron became the director of the
gallery and participated in the sale and exhibition of
important works by American Modernists.
For the last 25 years, aaron payne FINE ART has
specialized in the work of Twentieth Century
American masters, focusing primarily on the
American Modernists, Stieglitz Circle, American
Abstract Artists, African-American Art, Postwar &
Contemporary art.
aaron payne FINE ART works with both new and experienced collectors,
individuals and institutions, to provide the highest level of quality, scholarship,
and service.
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